Get your students back into borrowing

Give your users access to millions of external resources in a few clicks only. Let Rapido handle the ILL requests for you.

For your users:
Borrowing as part of discovery

Get rid of the never-ending forms. With Rapido, your students discover and borrow titles by themselves, without ever leaving the library’s interface.

- **One interface**: 7 clicks away from requesting a title
- **Personalized options**: A book available in 5 days? Or a chapter in 24 hours? Rapido lets your users choose.
- **Request tracking**: Real-time status update, up until delivery
- **24/7 borrowing services**: Your users can meet urgent deadlines, even when the library is closed

For you:
More time for critical services

Focus on the hard-to-find titles. Rapido automates redundant tasks so you can manage a higher volume of requests with less effort.

- **Single pane of glass**: Access all your requests through one interface
- **No dead ends**: Fulfill more requests, faster, with the Community’s and partners’ resources
- **Easy implementation**: Set your services up for success in a few weeks only

- **24/7 available borrowing services**
- **50M discoverable resources**
- **0 bad surprises**: Your students will always get the item they requested
- **10h average turnaround time for digital resources**

Try Rapido
Watch the video